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Overview
●Motivation and historical approach
●The starting point: The physics and chemistry of the interstellar medium 
●Equilibrium configurations and collapse     
●Protostars      
●The IMF and multiplicity       
●Accretion, jets, outflows, and disks
●Pre-main sequence stars
●Formation of massive stars   
●The formation of planets                   
●Feedback and the structure of Galaxies: Shocks and PDRs
●Starburst Galaxies
●Star Formation History of the Universe  
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Recommended reading 

● Physics of Star Formation in Galaxies
Palla & Zinnecker (Springer)
Broad overview of theory and observations

● “The formation of Stars” 
      Stahler & Palla   (Wiley-VCH)
      Covers most topics of this lecture.
 

● Protostars and Planets V
      Bo Reipurth, David Jewitt, & Klaus Keil (Univ. of Arizona Press)     
      A collection of review articles on recent progress in star formation research.

● Die Entstehung von Sonnensystemen
Fahr & Willerding (Spektrum)

● The Physics and Chemistry of the Interstellar Medium
      A. G. G. M. Tielens (Cambridge University Press)
 

● Physical processes in the interstellar medium 
      L. Spitzer (Wiley-VCH)

         



Historical approach

● Until ~ 1920 the universe and all stars were believed to be 

static and eternal

● Only some deviating arguments:

Isaac Newton (10.12.1692): 
Letter to minister Richard Bentley



Historical approach                         

● Application of hydrodynamics and 

angular momentum

Pierre Simon de Laplace (1796): 
“Exposition de Système du Monde”



Historical approach

● Stars are not all the 

same

● Different position in 

HR-diagram might 

indicate a different 

age

Ejnar Hertzsprung & Henry 
Norris Russell (1910-1913):
Mass-temperature relation



Historical approach

● Clusters of stars (same origin, same position on sky) show 

widespread of HR properties

● Explanation: aging

● Physics: 

Bethe & Weizäcker (1938): 

H fusion = source of luminosity

→ finite age → stars must be born



Historical approach

● Observation of young stars and associations:

● Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin (1952): T Tauri stars

variability, emission lines, too bright for their mass

● Viktor Ambartsumian (1953): dynamics of open clusters

unbound associations → must have recently 

formed

● Georg Herbig (1954): T Tauri stars in young clusters

(IC348)

● Observation of the interstellar medium: 1912-today
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Questions in star formation

● How do molecular clouds form and what is their lifetime?
● What are the triggering mechanisms of star formation?
● What is the origin of the IMF (Initial Mass Function)?
● How do protostellar cores evolve (for all masses)?
● Which role play accompanying phenomena (jets, outflows, 

variability?)
● Are there massive disks?
● How do planets form?
● How do starbursts work?
● How were the first stars formed ?   
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